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Analysing the performance of an automated pathology specimen 
handling system 
 
R. L. Burdett and E. Kozan  
 
School of Mathematical Sciences, Queensland University of Technology, PO Box 2434, QLD 4001, Australia 
 
This paper determines the performance of a pathology specimen handling system currently under 
development that performs two fundamental functions, sample tube sorting and sample tube 
aliquoting. In order to do this a novel capacity model and a simulation model have been 
developed to analyse the performance of the machine. A capacity model and a simulation model 
are necessary in order to measure the efficiency of the conveyor system as a means of 
transferring pucks and tubes between modules as each is insufficient on its own. Furthermore 
strategies for controlling the machine and eliminating deadlocks are also developed in order to 
optimise the machine performance and to make it robust. From numerical investigations the best 
number of pucks and the best puck queue sizes are determined in order to maximise throughput. 
The results show that a complex relationship exists between the number of pucks, the puck queue 
sizes and the primary tube arrivals and keeping these components in balance is essential in 
maintaining system performance. 
 
Keywords: Conveyor systems, medical equipment, simulation, capacity analysis 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
To process large numbers of test tubes more quickly, efficiently and safely than permitted by 
current equipment a new automated pathology specimen handling (APSH) product or work cell is 
currently under development at AI Scientific Pty Ltd a privately owned Australian company 
based in Brisbane. AI Scientific has three main streams to its business. Firstly the company acts 
as a distributor for chemical analyser and lab-ware manufacturers. Secondly the company designs 
and manufactures a range of products which automate sample preparation for general laboratory 
use. Thirdly the company designs and manufactures products that automate sample preparation 
specifically for the pathology area. In Australia these products are marketed under the Pathfinder 
name. 
The APSH system under development is fairly unique. Within the pathology area very few 
automated systems exist to our knowledge. Those that do exist generally perform one type of 
activity which is usually sorting. The use of generic automated handling equipment in pathology 
appears to be an emerging application. This paper therefore provides an important analysis of 
such a system and provides useful benchmarks. Furthermore this paper provides useful 
information for those designing or operating similar systems not only in the pathology area. 
There are many benefits of automating the manual handling process of test tubes. For example 
throughput can be significantly improved. Consequently patient results and diagnosis can be 
completed more quickly. Similarly more patients can be tested in a shorter period of time. 
Another important benefit is a reduction in repetitive strain injuries (RSI) suffered by laboratory 
technicians. Laboratory staff will only need to load / unload racks from Pathfinder. All other 
manual handling of test tubes is unnecessary. “Mix-ups” and “breakages” typical in a human 
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operated system are less likely to occur in an automated system and is another very important 
benefit. 
Pathfinder performs two fundamental functions, sample tube sorting and aliquoting. 
Aliquoting is a term which describes the transfer of specimen from a primary (source) tube to one 
or more secondary tubes which are dispensed onboard. Pathfinder can perform both functions in 
isolation or concurrently. 
Pathfinder uses a relatively complex conveyor system to transport tubes within the work cell. 
A decision was made not to spatially track the movement of the tubes. Instead each tube is placed 
into a tube carrier called a “puck” which has a unique RFID tag. At numerous positions along the 
conveyor RFID readers identify pucks (and hence tubes) and may divert pucks and tubes to 
particular processing stations if required. 
Sample tubes are delivered to, and dispatched from Pathfinder in tube racks of various size 
and shape. The pucks always remain in the system and are continually re-used. Primary test tube 
racks arrive randomly from different sources and the contents of the rack are not known. 
However rates of arrival can be determined using historical data. The work to be performed (and 
the associated aliquot times) are not known with certainty until the primary test tube is analysed 
in the ID module and outside communication has occurred with the Laboratory Information 
System (LIS).  
The main (primary) conveyor forms a horizontal loop and is divided into two lanes. It moves 
in a clockwise direction. There are seven diverters situated between the two lanes on the 
conveyor which can divert pucks from one lane to another. This approach allows the outer lane to 
be used to form a number of independent queues which act as input buffers for processing 
stations. The inner lane on the other hand is used to transport pucks around the work cell. Since it 
is shorter than the outer lane travel time is also shorter. Consequently pucks on the outer lane are 
automatically diverted to the inner lane using the nearest diverter and pucks on the inner lane are 
diverted to the outer lane using the diverter closest to the destination queue.  A secondary 
conveyor runs a third lane parallel to one side of the main loop and it is used for secondary tube 
movement before performing the aliquot function. In other words this third lane receives pucks 
from the outer lane of the main conveyor and then returns them to the main conveyor after a 
secondary tube has been inserted and then filled. 
The queues on the outer lane can not be altered easily. To change the order of pucks within the 
queue, the queue must be rebuilt by allowing some pucks to be released and diverted to the inner 
lane where they must perform at least one (and maybe multiple) revolution. They must then be 
diverted back to the outer lane after the revolution(s) have been performed. 
 
The main elements of the work cell are described below: 
 
 Aliquot module (ALQ):  The aliquot module loads a pipette tip, removes the primary tube 
cap, transfers specimen from the primary tube into a secondary tube(s) based on the lab’s 
information system instructions, replaces the primary tube cap and lastly disposes of the used 
pipette tip (i.e. used pipette is ejected into a bin). The puck is then released. Loaded pucks 
carrying tubes that require aliquoting are directed to the outside lane just before the aliquot 
module gate and queued. 
 Tube capping module (CAP): The tube capping module applies a heat sealed foil cap to 
secondary tubes. In some cases this can be extended to primary tubes. After capping, the puck 
carrying the secondary tube is released to the primary conveyor and then directed to the inside 
lane prior to sorting. 
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 Identification module (ID): The ID module reads the bar code of a specimen tube, images the 
specimen tube to determine tube type, and reads the puck RFID tag. The identified tube is 
then associated with that puck ID until the tube is removed by a sorter module. All pucks on 
the inside lane regardless of content are identified by passing through the ID module. 
Following instructions from the lab’s information system, the loaded pucks (carrying 
identified tubes) will be directed to the outside lane for aliquoting or departure from the 
system. 
 Sorter module (SRT): The SRT modules (of which there are four) provide a gateway for 
tubes coming into or going out of the work cell. The module removes a tube from an input 
rack and loads it into an empty puck at its gate assembly. The loaded pucks are then directed 
to the inside lane by the next diverter module. Similarly the SRT module unloads a tube from 
a puck at its gate assembly and delivers it into the specified outgoing rack. The empty puck is 
then released. Sorter modules queue empty pucks on the conveyor at their respective gates.  
Each sorter module contains of separate bays which can be assigned input or output duties. 
 Secondary tube preparation module (STP): The STP module (of which there are two) 
dispenses a new secondary tube to an empty puck at its gate assembly after labelling the tube 
with the specified barcode. It is then transferred to the aliquot module by the secondary 
conveyor. Empty pucks are queued at the STP modules on the secondary conveyor. 
 Diverter (DVR): The diverter modules (of which there are seven) redirect pucks from one 
conveyor lane to another.  
 Gate assembly (GT): The gate assembly (of which there are 23) halts the movement of a 
puck(s) on the conveyor adjacent to a processing station. The gate assembly is under the 
direct control of the processing station (e.g. SRT module). It should be mentioned that the 
conveyor continues to move even when pucks are halted at gate assemblies, i.e. the pucks slip 
on top of the conveyor. This means that pucks positioned elsewhere on the lane can continue 
moving without being delayed. 
 
The system is modelled by the network in Figure 1 which also shows the layout of most of the 
different components. The position of the conveyors is shown by the dotted outline. In this figure 
IC and OC stands for inner and outer conveyor respectively. Solid arcs between nodes represent 
tube flows. It should be noted that tube flows between the inner and outer conveyor are facilitated 
by the diverters which are not explicitly shown. The ALQ and CAP modules are situated over Q6 
and Q8 and these modules process tubes in place. Therefore dotted arcs are shown to represent 
that there is some relation and flow but not of test tubes. 
In order to identify how this system will work in practice, and how efficient it will be, key 
components (features) are modelled. A brief review of the associated literature however is firstly 
provided in section 2. A capacity model and a simulator are then developed in section 3 and 4 
respectively. In the numerical investigations of section 5 the capacity of the system is computed 
and the efficiency is judged. Lastly our results and accomplishments are summarised in the 
conclusions. 
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 Figure 1. A network describing the layout and flows through the system 
 
 
2. Literature Review 
 
The environment addressed in this paper can be best described as a closed loop conveyor system. 
These systems are commonly found in flexible manufacturing and assembly systems. To our 
knowledge accurate analytical models have not been widely available. It has been mentioned in 
the literature for example that recirculating conveyors are more difficult to accurately model 
because they may be used as a means of transporting objects around the system as well as 
providing intermediate storage. This complicates the development of accurate performance 
analysis models. For example a recirculating conveyor allows objects to travel the same route 
multiple times and recirculated objects can interfere with objects waiting to access the conveyor. 
Objects leave the system to be processed and then return again so that they can proceed towards 
some pre-assigned point where they exit the system. The previous analytical approaches also 
suffer from a serious drawback which is that they do not determine deadlocks or the robustness of 
a conveyor system and can not evaluate alternative operating conditions. Making these 
assumptions would have made their application to Pathfinder unrealistic and the usage of 
incorrect results could be disastrous and expensive. 
In the past closed loop conveyor systems have been addressed periodically in the literature. 
The majority of papers have appeared for example during the 1970’s and early 1980’s. In recent 
years Schmidt and Jackman (2000) and Bozer and Hsieh (2004) have investigated the 
performance of these systems.  
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Schmidt and Jackman (2000) developed an analytical model for determining the performance 
of a recirculating (closed loop) conveyor. The modelling approach is based around the 
decomposition of the system into smaller systems. An open queuing network in particular is used 
to represent the conveyor and server systems and can be easily altered for larger and more 
complex systems. In other words a recirculating conveyor is modelled as a network of queues 
where each conveyor segment is a queue system with a total capacity of 1. This approach 
assumes that units are of the same size and that the conveyor can be divided exactly. The 
approach though is quite flexible and supports recirculation, blocking of loads and state 
dependant arrival and service rates. The model is reported as providing virtually the same 
information as simulation with much less effort and computational requirements. In that paper 
previous methods are reported to have failed at modelling direct interference by recirculating 
units. Furthermore it is reported that even the most current conveyor models have the limitation 
of not allowing loads to re-enter the conveyor after receiving service. Instead the loads exit the 
system directly from the service station. The Schmidt and Jackman model however relaxes this 
assumption and allows loads to return to the conveyor for transportation to the unloading station. 
In comparison to the type of system addressed in Schmidt and Jackman (2000) the Pathfinder 
system has some common elements but also differs significantly in a number of ways. The most 
obvious difference is the number of conveyors and the overall system complexity. In Pathfinder 
tubes due to their fragility and there varying size can not be placed directly on the conveyor but 
must be placed in carriers called pucks which are of limited number.  In Pathfinder the servers 
generally process puck (and tube) objects in place whereas in the other system they are removed 
from the conveyor. There are also additional synchronisation requirements between tube object 
that are not present in the system of Schmidt and Jackson. For example primary test tubes must 
meet up with particular secondary tubes. This feature is also not present in previously modelled 
systems. The outside conveyor of Pathfinder though does not exactly suffer the difficulties 
associated with the conveyor being used for both transportation and storage. For example in 
Pathfinder the outside lane is used primarily for the storage of pucks in static queues.  In relation 
to Pathfinder the Schmidt and Jackman approach would have split the conveyor into a network of 
queues. The size of pucks though is small relative to the size of the conveyor and hence the 
number of queues would be quite large. For example the Pathfinder system can hold in the order 
of 85 pucks on the outer lane, 77 on the inner and 20 on the secondary outer lane.  
Bozer and Hsieh (2004) developed an analytical approach for approximating the expected 
waiting times for objects at loading stations in discrete-space, fixed-window, closed loop 
conveyors. These waiting times are required in order to estimate the expected work in progress 
levels required at individual loading stations and measure the overall system performance. In 
other words it can be used to decide whether the performance of the conveyor is acceptable. This 
paper however does not model finite queue capacities at unloading stations. With finite output 
buffers, loads departing the conveyor may get blocked and will be forced to recirculate again. 
This can occur in the Pathfinder system. The terms discrete-space and fixed-window signify that 
the conveyor consists of discrete spaces which can only hold one unit. This is the same approach 
taken by Schmidt and Jackman. The derivation of expected waiting times is complicated by the 
observation that contents of adjacent windows are correlated under a range of conveyor speeds. 
This correlation is shown to have a significant impact on expected waiting times.  
Queuing theory provides a foundation for modelling conveyors with stochastic loading and 
unloading schedules. The paper of Schmidt and Jackman provide a review of this literature and 
demonstrate how it relates to solving conveyor driven systems. 
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The Pathfinder system can also be characterised as a flexible manufacturing system (FMS). 
FMS are capable of manufacturing a wide variety of products.  Their flexibility arises from being 
set up to perform different operations and this is because machines and robots are fitted with a 
variety of tools. The main problem in designing FMS is to reach a compromise between 
flexibility and throughput. The Pathfinder system is typical of FMS as it performs two functions, 
test tube sorting and test tube aliquoting but could easily be extended to perform other operations. 
The FMS literature is vast and extensive particularly with respect to machine layout, workload 
balancing and movement of work. Some recent and related literature is now reviewed. 
  Potts and Whitehead (2001) considered a combined scheduling and machine layout problem 
for a FMS involving a unidirectional conveyor belt system. In this problem operations must be 
assigned to only one machine and machines must be positioned around the conveyor. The 
primary objective is the maximisation of throughput and the secondary objective is to minimise 
the movement of work between machines as measured by the number of times a product is 
transferred from machine to machine. It is reported that most papers in the literature position 
machines so that the total number of circuits traversed by all products is minimised. Furthermore 
both exact and heuristic approaches have appeared. It is also shown that the objective of 
maximising throughput and balancing workload are equivalent in their setting. The problem is 
solved using a hierarchical three phase integer programming formulation. In the first phase the 
workloads are balanced, in the second phase unnecessary inter machine travel is avoided, and in 
the third phase machines are assigned to positions around the conveyor so that the total number 
of circuits is minimised.  
The Potts and Whitehead paper could have been used to influence the design of the Pathfinder 
system. However in this paper the design is essentially fixed and only the performance is 
measured. In that FMS all work is known beforehand which differs from the environment that 
Pathfinder is to be operated under, that is where work content is variable.  
Chan and Chan (2004) presented a simulation study of a FMS that was subject to different 
control strategies including routing flexibility and dispatching rules. Different buffer capacities 
and part mixes were also analysed as were machine failures. Four performance indicators, namely 
makespan, average machine utilisation, average flow time and average delay at local buffers were 
used for evaluation purposes. The FMS consisted of five machines with input buffers and two 
AGV’s. The papers primary contribution was the analysis of a variety of features not normally 
considered in a single paper. The study showed that performance of the FMS can be improved 
considerably by using appropriate routing policies and dispatching rules. The results however 
indicate that there is no single dispatching rule that performs well in all settings. 
Kumar and Sridharan (2007) focused on a tool sharing problem in a single stage FMS and 
developed several simulation models in the C programming language. The FMS consisted of 
three machines that are fed by a single part transporter and a single tool transporter. Some 
scheduling rules are incorporated in order to make tool request selection and part launching 
decisions and these rules were analysed in terms of mean tardiness and mean flow time 
performance measures. Tool sharing eliminates the movement of parts from machine to machine 
in searching for tools. The tool sharing policies are similar in nature to puck requests in this 
paper.  The results show that the operating policies affect the performance measures differently. 
The simulation provided a clearer understanding of the dynamics.  
Altiparmak et al (2007) investigated meta-modelling opportunities in closed loop 
asynchronous assembly systems (AAS). Buffer allocation issues were concentrated upon as their 
placement has important implications for system effectiveness and inventory cost. For example 
transfer lines and automated flexible flow lines are very capital intensive. Particular attention to 
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practical challenges and difficulties in design were also concentrated upon.  A critical review of 
various approaches in modelling and evaluation was firstly provided including artificial 
intelligence techniques. It was reported that simulation is used as the primary modelling and 
analysis tool since there are no exact analytical models to solve a complete assembly system 
design problem. Simulation however can be quite impractical in certain circumstances and 
simpler models or meta-models can be developed. They can be used in conjunction with the 
original simulation to improve the system analysis and understanding of the decision making 
process. Advantages and disadvantages of the meta-modelling approach were discussed and an 
artificial neural network meta-model was developed for a simulation model of an AAS. 
Computational experiments are reported and demonstrate that the meta-models can be 
successfully applied. 
Tay et al (2005) describe the development of a flexible and programmable vibratory bowl 
feeding system for use in a FMS. The system consists of nine specially designed stations along its 
moving track.  These stations are used to scan, flip, rotate and reject items.  This feeding system 
is capable of identifying the orientation of non rotational parts and actively re-orienting them into 
the desired orientation. This process ensures that costly retooling is unnecessary. Three different 
neural network modules were tested for their suitability for the orientation recognition system. 
The performance of this FMS was measured in terms of its ability to correctly identify the 
orientation of parts. Other types of performance measures such as throughput were not at issue. 
Alternative forms of discrete event simulation like petri nets could also have been used to 
model Pathfinder. Kost and Zdanowicz (2005) for example considered the identification, 
modelling and simulation of operations in flexible robotic manufacturing systems using petri 
nets. A flexible lathe machining cell was used as a particular example. It consists of two 
numerically controlled machine tools, storage places and an industrial robot that manipulates 
work pieces one at a time. The Visual SimNet program was used to perform the simulations. It 
was reported that when the modelling involves complex, hierarchical manufacturing systems, it is 
not always practical to incorporate all levels of the system. The design of the model should reflect 
technological tasks which the system is supposed to fulfil.  
Odrey and Mejia (2005) addressed the issues of incorporating recovery trajectories into the 
control logic of a work station control agent. The workstation level of a hierarchical 
manufacturing system in particular is focused upon. A workstation is typically a set of parallel 
machines linked by material handling devices that perform one or more manufacturing and 
assembly operations. In terms of petri nets, the recovery activities are modelled with a petri 
subnet that is attached to the existing activities net. Three types of recovery actions, namely input 
conditioning, backward recovery and forward error recovery were investigated. The 
incorporation of recovery subnets brings two undesirable situations. Firstly the reachability graph 
becomes infinitely large and secondly the new “augmented” net may bring deadlock situations 
that can not be prevented or avoided. A strategy to allow temporary overflows at storage buffers 
using the concept of negative tokens is successfully applied. 
Russo and Sasso (2005) introduce and investigate the application of petri nets as a tool for the 
modelling of dynamically controlled laboratory automation systems. The similarity between 
manufacturing and laboratory automation makes it a straightforward task to translate from one 
domain to the other. Sample processing, storage and transportation system examples are 
concentrated upon in this paper. It is the intention of the authors to investigate petri net analysis 
techniques for laboratory automation in following papers. 
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3. The Capacity Model 
 
The efficiency of the system for different work profiles and system parameters can be 
approximated from a capacity analysis. The purpose of the proposed model in this section is to 
identify the capacity of the system in terms of its tube processing capabilities independent of the 
means of transferring test tubes. In other words the capacity model determines the best 
throughput that can be achieved if the means of transferring objects for processing was optimal. 
This approach is clearly beneficial because the complexities associated with the conveyor system 
are not included. Furthermore the system can be quickly and efficiently analysed and a 
comparison of different work profiles and system parameters can be made. This allows the 
capacity model to be used as a planning tool or as a marketing tool for a salesperson. The 
capacity model generally provides a clearer and more efficient way to identify the bottlenecks of 
the system. The capacity model does not need an actual tube mix as input and hence is more 
efficient from a data manipulation perspective. 
 The proposed model is also necessary for comparing the results of the later simulation model. 
The simulation model in particular identifies the actual capacity of the system and the difference 
between the two models signifies the effectiveness of the conveyor system. The conveyor system 
is a significant aspect of Pathfinder as all other components are placed or built around it. Any 
inefficiency here has large effects and consequently the design of the conveyor is of crucial 
importance in the design of Pathfinder. Any changes needed to the conveyor system must be 
identified early on as redesign costs are very expensive. The processing modules on the other 
hand can almost be treated as separate entities. Different processing modules with varying 
capabilities can be added or removed with relatively few changes to the system. 
The model developed in this section is based upon the logic of the capacity model of Kozan 
and Burdett (2005) and more specifically that of Burdett and Kozan (2006) which was developed 
for railway networks. The core elements of that model remain the same however a number of 
extensions are also necessary for this problem as there are additional complexities. Furthermore 
the “operational” environment is not exactly the same though there are many similarities. The 
model of Burdett and Kozan (2006) determines the absolute throughput that can be achieved for a 
given proportional mix of train types according to a bottleneck analysis. Every train type can 
traverse any path within the network, however further proportional information is provided as to 
the volumes of each type across particular corridors.  The railway capacity model primarily 
consists of a section saturation constraint and constraints for the satisfaction of the various 
proportional requirements.  
The value of capacity is termed “absolute” because it is an ideal value that is theoretically 
possible but not necessarily reachable in practice. Apart from providing a robust upper bound on 
actual capacity, this value may be used in conjunction with an approximation of actual capacity 
to compute the level of congestion that will be incurred. There are several features of the 
Pathfinder system that are too complex to model analytically. If they could be modelled 
analytically then actual capacity could be defined. The main source of complexity is associated 
with tracking the position of pucks on the inner conveyor. The position of pucks at any instant of 
time can not be exactly determined.  
In railways the track is always stationery and trains move along it. A section should only 
contain one train at a time in order to avoid collisions but the system is (and remains) inherently 
dangerous. This is because collisions are always possible as there is no “physics” to stop them 
from occurring. In the Pathfinder system (environment) the objects moving are pucks whose size 
is very small and of little consequence. The track moves and the pucks are stationery with respect 
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to the track. Therefore collisions between pucks can never occur. All pucks move at the same 
speed. The proposed capacity model is now presented. 
 
3.1. Nomenclature 
 
The following variables are used: 
 
y: Index for primary (secondary) tube types 
i,o: Index for input (output) sources 
j:  Index for modules 
 
T:  Time period duration in seconds (i.e. 24hrs is 86400s). 
pri sec
Y :  Number of primary (secondary) tube types. 
,I O :  The number of input and output sources respectively. 
M:  The number of modules. 
 
y : Parameter signifying the output source (destination) required for primary tubes of type y. 
pri sec
,y jt : Time to process a primary (secondary) tube of type y in module j. 
ovol : Volume of specimen required at output source o. 
i : Parameter signifying the proportion of primary tubes originating at input source i,  
1,2,3,4
1i
i
. 
,y i : Parameter signifying the proportion of primary tubes of type y originating from input source 
i, 
, 1 1,...,y i
y
i I . 
, ,y y oN : Parameter signifying for primary tubes of type y the number of secondary tubes of type 
y  required at output source o.  
oCAP : Binary parameter signifying the capping requirement at output source o, i.e. 1 for yes, 0 
for no. 
 
pri
, , ,y i o j : Parameter signifying the number of times module j is required by a primary tube (y,i,o). 
This parameter is defined in the following way for different modules: 
 
pri in out
, , , , , , , , , 1,2,3,4y i o j y i o j y i o j j ,  
pri
, , , 0 5,6,9y i o j j , 
 
pri
, , , 7 1y i o j ,  
pri
, , , 8 , ,
,
1if 0y i o j y y o
y o
N                       (1) 
 
sec
, ,y o j : Parameter signifying the number of times module j is required by secondary tube (y,o). 
This parameter is defined in the following way for different modules and tubes types. 
 
sec
, , 0 1,2,3,4,7y o j j , 
sec
, , 8 1y o j , 
sec
, ,9y o oCAP  
 10 
sec sec sec sec
1, , 5 2, , 5 1, , 6 2, , 61, 0, 0, 1y o j y o j y o j y o j .                                     (2) 
 
in out
, ,,i j o j : Binary parameters signifying whether module j may be used as an input for tubes 
originating at source i or as an output for tubes finishing at source o respectively, 
in out
, , 0 , , | 4i j o j i o j j . 
 
in out
, , ,y i o j
: Decision variable signifying the proportion of primary tubes (y,i,o) that are input (output) 
from module j, 
in out
, , , 0 | 4y i o j j j . 
 
pri
, ,y i oX : Decision variable signifying the number of primary tubes of type y that originate from 
input source i and finish at output source o that can be processed in the given time period. 
 
The following abbreviations are used: 
 
, ,_ , ,y i y i o
o
X X  and ,_, , ,y o y i o
i
X X  and ,_,_ , ,y y i o
i o
X X                          (3) 
 
sec
,y oX : Decision variable for the number of secondary tubes of type y that finish at output source o. 
pri sec
,y jZ : Decision variable for the number of primary (secondary) tubes of type y processed by 
module j. 
: Time for a puck to travel its own length when the conveyor is moving at a particular speed. 
This time is required because once a puck is released the next puck immediately behind it will 
need to move a distance equal to its own length in order to be processed. 
 
3.2. The Model 
 
Given that the puck population size and transfer time between modules is assumed to have no 
effect on “module” capacity, the following capacity model is proposed: 
 
Maximise
pri
pri
, ,
1,.., 1,..,1,..,
abs
y i o
i I o Oy Y
C X                                                                 (4) 
Subject to  
pri
, ,_ , , ,_ 1,.., , 1,..,y i y i y i
y
X X y Y i I                                                      (5) 
pri pri
, , 0 , , 1,.., | ;y i o yX i o y Y o                                                                      (6) 
pri
sec pri sec
, , , , ,
,1,..,
1,.., , 1,..,y o y i o y y o
i oy Y
X X N y Y o O                                            (7) 
pri pri
, , , ,
, 1,2,.. ,
1,..., ;y i o i y i o
y o i I y o
X X i I                                                      (8) 
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pri sec
pri pri sec sec
, , , ,
1,.., 1,..,
| 8y j y j y j y j
y Y y Y
t Z t Z T j j                                           (9)
 
pri sec
pri pri
, , , ,
1 1 =1
4 0.004 | 8
Y Y O
y j y j y y o o
y y o
Z t N vol T j j                                     (10) 
pri pri pri
, , , , , ,
,
1,.., , 1,..,y j y i o j y i o
i o
Z X y Y j M                                                       (11) 
sec sec sec
, , , , 1,.., , 1,...,y j y o j y o
o
Z X y Y j M                                                            (12) 
pri in out
, , , , , , , , , , , , | 5y i o j y i o j y i o j y i o j j                                                                      (13) 
in
, , ,
1,2,3,4
1 , ,y i o j
j
y i o                                                                          (14) 
out
, , ,
1,2,3,4
1 , ,y i o j
j
y i o                                                                          (15) 
in in
, , , , , , ,y i o j i j y i o j                                                                               (16) 
out out
, , , , , , ,y i o j o j y i o j                                                                               (17) 
pri pri
, , 0 1,.., ; 1,..., ; 1,...,y i oX y Y i I o O                                                         (18) 
in out
, , , 0 , , , | 5y i o j y i o j j                                                                          (19) 
 
The objective function seeks to maximise the number of primary tubes processed. The number 
of secondary tubes processed is not included because their inclusion could possibly corrupt the 
results. For example, primary tubes with greater aliquot requirements would be selected before 
those with fewer aliquot requirements.  
Constraint (5) enforces primary tube proportional requirements. That is, the number of 
primary tubes of each type should equal a given percentage of the total number of primary tubes. 
Constraint (6) ensures that primary tubes can not finish at invalid output sources. Constraint (7) 
determines for each secondary tube type and output source the number of tubes required. In other 
words this constraint ensures that the correct numbers of secondary tubes are processed for each 
primary tube type. Constraint (8) ensures that proportions of primary tube types originating at 
each input source are met.  
Constraint (9) and (10) ensures that each module can only be utilised for T seconds. In that T 
seconds the module processes both primary and secondary tubes. Constraint (10) deals 
specifically with the ALQ module. The aliquot time (i.e. the time to aliquot) involves several 
stages. In particular every primary tube requires one second for capture, four seconds for de-
capping, four seconds for capping and one second for release. The total which is 10 seconds is 
stored as 
pri
, 8y jt . The rest of the time is used to syringe specimen from the primary tube and to 
dispense specimen to the secondary tube. These times are proportional to the volume required at 
particular output sources. Syringing and dispensing each take 2 plus 0.002 seconds per micro 
litre. The time to syringe and dispense is not stored within 
pri
, 8y jt  because these times are not type 
primary (or secondary) tube type dependant. They are dependant on the output source required 
for a particular secondary tube type required by a particular primary tube type. 
Constraint (11) provides the relationship between the number of primary tubes of a particular 
type and the number processed at each module. Constraint (12) similarly provides the same 
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relationship but for secondary tube types. Constraint (11) and (12) also provide an intermediate 
step in determining the left hand side value of constraint (9). Constraint (13) provides the 
relationship between the number of times a primary tube requires a sorter module and the number 
of times the sorter module is required for input and output. Constraint (14) ensures that a single 
module is chosen as the input point into the system. Constraint (15) similarly ensures that a 
module is chosen for output. Constraint (16) ensures that valid modules are chosen for entry. 
Constraint (17) similarly ensures that valid modules are chosen for exit. Constraint (18) and (19) 
provide simple non negativity conditions for primary tube numbers and choice of input module. 
The pathfinder capacity model is different to the railway capacity model because the origin 
point for primary tubes must be selected. The term origin point refers to the input module and not 
the primary tubes source. Consequently the model is non-linear. Secondary tubes also use 
system capacity but do not contribute to the value of absolute capacity.  Proportional 
requirements are not given to secondary tubes explicitly but can be computed from the 
proportional requirements given to primary tubes. More advanced elements such as dwell time 
and safety headways are not required for pathfinder. 
 
 
4. The Simulation Model 
 
In order to measure actual capacity a discrete event simulation model was developed and 
implemented in C++. A simulation language could have been used but was not in order to keep 
costs down for AI Scientific. The pathfinder system in particular is modelled using a server / 
queue paradigm based upon the network in Figure 1. For example there are fixed puck queues 
and puck servers. Figure 1 is not the only way to model this system. More complex or less 
complex representations could potentially be used. This network aims to model the system in as 
much detail as is possible. The queues and servers of Pathfinder are labelled in Table 1. The 
distance (in mm) between queues is an input parameter of the simulation. 
 
Table 1. Labelling of pathfinder components 
Servers 
(Modules) 
Index Queues Index 
SRT 1 1 INNER CONVEYOR / ID 0 
SRT 2 2 DIV 1 to  SRT 1 1 
SRT 3 3 DIV 2 to SRT 2 2 
SRT 4 4 DIV 3 to SRT 3 3 
STP 1 5 DIV 4 to SRT 4 4 
STP 2 6 DIV 5 to STP1 5 
ID 7 DIV 6 to ALQa 6 
ALQ 8 ALQ2 to CAP 7 
CAP 9 STP2 to ALQb 8 
  STP1 to STP2 9 
 
In order to simulate the system some assumptions were necessary. They are as follows: 
 
 All processing (movement) times are assumed to be integer and the unit is seconds.  
 There is no spatial tracking of pucks. 
 Pucks moving from one queue to another via the inner conveyor are not deemed to enter 
queue 0 unless they must enter the ID module for analysis. 
 A previously defined work profile is input. 
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 SRT 2 and SRT3 are assumed to be used only for primary tube input. Similarly SRT 1 and 
SRT4 are used for tube output only. 
 Empty pucks are initially assigned to SRT 2, SRT 3 and STP 1 module queues. The 
remaining pucks are placed on the inner conveyor. 
 Empty pucks should not be initially placed at the ALQ or CAP module queues. This is 
because the ALQ and CAP modules only process non–empty pucks. 
 
The second assumption causes a minor source of inaccuracy in the simulation and this is 
associated with excessive pucks on the inner conveyor. For example when there are many 
stationery pucks present on the inner conveyor queued for entry into the ID module, then a loaded 
puck travelling on the inner conveyor that is heading towards for example SRT4 or SRT3 may be 
blocked. This is shown in Figure 2 below.  
 
 
Figure 2. Blocked puck on inner conveyor 
 
A delay (over and above the conveyor movement time) is incurred by the puck before it 
reaches the SRT4 queue. Since spatial tracking of pucks is not performed, this situation is not 
easily captured. Currently these delays are ignored in the simulation. 
The fifth assumption is particularly important because if SRT modules may be used for input 
and output duties then empty pucks may block non-empty pucks at queues 1 to 4. This is shown 
in Figure 3 below. Unless the empty pucks are released then deadlock is possible if no new 
incoming primaries arrive. In particular primary and secondary tubes may not depart the system. 
The empty pucks must perform an additional revolution and return to the back of the SRT queue 
or other empty pucks on the inside lane (if available) should be diverted. 
 
 
Figure 3. Blocked puck at SRT queue 
 
SRT4 
Gate 
SRT4  queue 
ID module 
Diverter 
Blocked Puck 
SRT 
Gate SRT Queue 
Empty pucks 
Blocked puck 
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In order to simulate the system, empty pucks must be placed in the system somewhere. Valid 
positions for pucks are at queues 0 to 5. The number of pucks at each of these queues must be 
less than the predefined limit.  Even so, the number of total alternative puck arrangements is very 
large. To simplify matters, pucks are assigned according to the sixth assumption. In order to 
prevent a particular deadlock that will be discussed later, the pucks are also placed according to 
this assumption. 
From a “top level” perspective the simulation is controlled by the following algorithm: 
 
Algorithm 1. Simulate 
Begin 
1. InitialiseQueues(_nbPucks); // Assign empty pucks to queues 
2. completed = 0; t=0; // Initialise number of completed tubes and set the starting time 
3.  while (completed < total) do 
begin 
4. UpdateTubeArrivals(t); // Identify primary tube arrivals 
  5. UpdatePuckArrivals(t); // Identify new puck positions 
  6. ServicePucks(t); // Service pucks at each module 
  7. t=t+1; // Increment the time 
end 
End 
 
Behind the scenes there are two primary tube queues and one secondary tube arrival queue 
that is updated as primary tubes arrive at the two SRT modules and secondary tubes are requested 
from STP modules. It is from these queues that tubes are extracted and placed in pucks. The 
pucks move between queues via the inner or outer conveyor. The time to move is proportional to 
the distance and conveyor speed. Arriving pucks are always placed at the back of a particular 
queue and pucks at the front of a queue are processed when a module becomes free. This aspect 
is controlled by the following algorithm: 
 
Algorithm 2. ServicePucks 
Begin 
For each module j: 
begin 
1. If module is ready at time t 
begin 
   2. If (SRT module) ActivateSRT(t,j); 
   3. Else If (STP module) ActivateSTP(t,j); 
   4. Else If (ID module) ActivateID(t,j); 
5. Else If (ALQ module) ActivateALQ(t,j ); 
   6. Else If (CAP module) ActivateCAP(t,j ); 
end 
end 
End   
 
The details of each module activation algorithm are quite intricate. In summary though there 
are two main parts to each algorithm. The first part releases pucks and the second part processes 
pucks. Within each of these two parts the activities performed on a puck are further separated 
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according to whether the puck is empty or non-empty. In the ActivateSRT and ActivateSTP 
algorithm pucks are loaded or unloaded over a period of time. In the ActivateID and 
ActivateCAP algorithm pucks are processed for a period of time. This is similarly true of the 
ActivateALQ algorithm however a further synchronisation requirement is necessary in order for 
both primary and secondary tubes to be present. Each puck has a release time and a due date 
attribute. The due date parameter signifies when a puck is due to arrive at the next queue. The 
release time signifies when the puck is to be released from its current position at the front of the 
“current” queue.  Tracking puck movements is very important. Similarly identifying where 
released pucks should be going in the simulation is critical. The following algorithm provides 
these details: 
   
Algorithm 3. GetNextQueue 
Begin 
Set q as the previous position of the puck. 
 If (puck is loaded) // The next position is a function of the test tube type and its path 
 begin 
  if (q=0) // Puck is at the ID module queue on the inner conveyor 
  begin 
   if (ID module next) qNext = 0; 
   else if (ALQ module next and tube is a primary) qNext = 6; 
   else if (ALQ module next and tube is a secondary) qNext = 5; 
   else if (SRT module next) qNext = tube output module + 1; 
  end 
  else if (q<5 and ID module next) qNext = 0; // Go to inner conveyor 
  else if (q=5) qNext = 9; // Go to STP2 
  else if (q=6 and SRT module next)  qNext = tube output module + 1; 
  else if (q=7) qNext = tube output module + 1; 
  else if (q=8) qNext = 7;  // Go to cap queue 
else  if (q=9) qNext = 8; //Go to ALQ2 gate  
 end  
 else  
 begin 
  if(q=0) AssignEmptyPuck(); // The next position is selectable 
  else qNext = 0; // Perform a revolution of the inner conveyor 
 end 
End 
 
4.1. Deadlock Prevention 
 
Many systems are prone to deadlocks particularly if operational rules (protocols) are not carefully 
chosen (and introduced). The Pathfinder system is no different, though its design is quite robust 
for the most part. Two deadlock issues were found and their resolution is now discussed. 
Firstly it should be noted that the assignment of empty pucks from the inner conveyor to SRT 
and STP queues on the outer conveyor has a significant effect on the effectiveness of the system. 
In particular “when should a puck request be made” must be decided. In order to feed unfilled / 
empty queues a puck requests list is firstly introduced and is maintained at all times. The contents 
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of the list are the indices of queues requiring pucks. The list is in fact a FIFO queue and empty 
pucks are re-routed according to these requests.  
Initially it seems quite reasonable to give priority to SRT queues on the outer conveyor which 
have waiting primary tubes. However if they are not assigned carefully then a deadlock may 
occur. For example, if initially ten primary tubes are waiting and there are 10 pucks, then all 10 
pucks will be assigned to these tubes. Secondary tubes will not be able to enter the system at a 
later time because no pucks will be available. Therefore no aliquoting can be performed and no 
further progress can be made. The random assignment of empty pucks is also not necessarily 
guaranteed to stop this type of deadlock. For example when the rate of primary tube arrivals is 
high and aliquot times are greater than other activities, puck starvation may easily occur.  
Another possibility is having sufficient pucks to start with or by adding additional pucks. The 
first of these options is not really satisfactory since the exact number required to stop the 
deadlock is not known and having excess pucks in the system may cause congestion. The second 
option is not that unreasonable but does not guarantee that the system will not deadlock again. 
To resolve this issue a very simple change is made to the initial protocol of requesting empty 
pucks at SRT2, SRT3 and STP1 queues whenever an existing puck is released from these queues. 
In particular empty pucks should be requested at the STP 1 queue whenever a primary tube is 
identified at the ID module. Consequently if more than one aliquot is required the correct number 
of pucks is requested for the secondaries well in advance. This ensures that the assignment of 
empty pucks to primary tubes does not escalate out of control. 
The second deadlock situation is associated with the act of performing a revolution of the 
inner conveyor. In particular if a primary tube requiring aliquots can not enter the queue prior to 
the ALQ module then it must perform a complete revolution of the system and attempt to re-enter 
the queue again. However if another later primary tube is able to enter the queue beforehand then 
primary-secondary tube synchronisation at the ALQ module will be broken. Consequently a 
deadlock will occur at the ALQ module as the secondary tube type is not the proper type for the 
current primary tube. More specifically no aliquot will be allowed and neither the primary or 
secondary tube will be released under normal operating conditions. To expel the current primary 
and secondary tube from the ALQ to the inner conveyor to perform a revolution of the system 
would only cause further synchronisation problems. Therefore only one avenue is really 
available. This involves the creation of a primary tube aliquoting sequence (queue). Any loaded 
puck trying to enter the ALQ queue must be next in this queue otherwise it will be repulsed to the 
inner conveyor. Once accepted the queue is updated. 
 
 
5. Numerical Investigations 
 
Three work profiles were primarily used to test the capacity and simulation models. These 
profiles contain information about the characteristics of the incoming primary tubes, the 
aliquoting requirements and the outgoing tube distribution. The first profile is a high volume sort 
only scenario that is used to test the capability of the system as a sorting device. The second and 
third profile profiles are a mix of sorting and aliquoting and are more indicative of normal usage. 
The second involves less aliquoting than the third profile. The work profile specifications are 
summarised in Table 2. 
 The LINGO optimisation software was used to solve the capacity model. The model data 
was stored in an excel worksheet which can be manipulated easily by the user.  The LINGO 
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model was also embedded within Excel and can be run at the click of a button through a menu 
option. The results of the model are automatically output to another excel worksheet. 
 
Table 2. Work profile specifications 
Profile 
PT Arrival Rate 
Per Hour 
PT 
Types 
ST 
Types 
Input  
Sources 
Output  
Sources 
PT 
Mix 
A 800 3 2 1 3 [0.5,0.25,0.25] 
B 600 3 2 1 4 [0.33,0.33,0.33] 
C 500 3 2 1 5 [0.4,0.2,0.4] 
 
 
5.1. Analysis of Throughput, Queue Size and Puck Numbers 
 
Simulations were carried out for a variety of generated tube arrival profiles, puck numbers and 
conveyor speeds. The results show that the higher conveyor speed was significantly better. Even 
with greater puck numbers the throughput with the 30mm/s setting could not match the 
throughput with a 70mm/s setting. The summarised results for the higher conveyor speed are 
shown in Table 3. These results show that a smaller number of pucks are often better. This 
contradicts ones first guess that a larger number of pucks (i.e. “more pucks the better” strategy) is 
best. Upon closer investigation it became clear that a larger number of pucks increases the ID 
module work load. The inner conveyor similarly becomes quite full and empty pucks may block 
or otherwise delay loaded pucks thus reducing the systems performance. It was observed that 
increasing the number of pucks by one may cause a reduction in efficiency for example due to the 
extra work required by the ID module and the blocking of loaded pucks. Increasing the number of 
pucks by one again may have the opposite effect since previous negative effects are balanced. 
The effectiveness of the system seems to be based upon keeping the puck numbers balanced with 
the arrival rate. The queue size also contributes to the balance. 
 
Table 3. Summarised simulation results 
Profile A 
Tube Mix 
[PT:ST] 
15 Pucks 100 Pucks 
Best Throughput 
(#Pucks) 
Average #Tubes 
Per Hr 
1 [800:0] 11869 sec 8425 sec 8090 sec (24) 356 
2 [1600:0] 23734 sec 16352 sec 16087 sec (24) 358 
3 [2400:0] 36533 sec 24637 sec 24318 sec (26) 355.3 
4 [3200:0] 47859 32537 32228 sec (25) 357.45 
5 [4000:0] 59713 40657 40322 sec (26) 357.12 
6 [4800:0] 70987 48418 48124 sec (26) 359.07 
 
Profile B 
Tube Mix 
[PT:ST] 
15 Pucks 100 Pucks 
Best Throughput 
(#Pucks) 
Average #Tubes 
Per Hr 
1 [594:198] 10027 7387 7072 sec (27) 403.2 
2 [1188:396] 19733 14497 14017 sec (29) 406.8 
3 [1782:594] 29770 21583 21037 sec (26) 406.6 
4 [2376:792] 39387 28493 27919 sec (27) 408.5 
5 [2970:990] 49660 35516 34891 sec (29) 408.6 
6 [3564:1188] 58352 42382 41722 sec (25) 410.02 
 
Profile C 
Tube Mix 
[PT:ST] 
15 Pucks 100 Pucks 
Best Throughput 
(#Pucks) 
Average #Tubes 
Per Hr 
1 [500:300] 9194 6972 6598 sec (26) 436.5 
2 [1000:600] 18371 13386 13124(26) 438.8 
3 [1500:900] 27759 19908 19658 sec (29) 439.5 
4 [2000:1200] 36909 26558 26168(29) 440.2 
5 [2500: 1500] 46317 33101 32768(29) 439.45 
6 [3000: 1800] 54683 39472 39152(26) 441.35 
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The system performance “in general” is best summarised by Figure 4 which is a puck number 
versus throughput time chart. The shape demonstrated in this figure is indicative of most tube 
mixes and arrival profiles. In summary, the performance increases until a certain number of 
pucks is reached. Increasing the number beyond this point appears to cause little change in 
throughput time though some degradation may occur. 
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Figure 4. Number of pucks versus throughput time (in seconds) relationship 
 
The simulation results showed that the arrival times significantly affect throughput and system 
efficiency.  For example, with different primary tube arrivals but the same primary tube arrival 
rate, different throughput times resulted. The variation in throughput time for different primary 
tube arrivals can be quite large. In order to study this variation 50 different arrival profiles were 
generated for profiles A, B and C. Each of these profiles was then simulated with 15 to 60 pucks. 
Therefore an additional 6750 (i.e. 45 x 50 x 3) simulations were performed in total. The 
summarised standard deviation results are shown in Figure 5 below.  
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Figure 5. Puck number versus throughput time standard deviation 
 
Figure 5 shows that the variation is greatest when the puck numbers are at the lower end of the 
tested puck range. As the number of pucks increases the variation becomes quite consistent. Of 
the three different work profiles, the sort only profile exhibited greater levels of variation than the 
other combined sort-aliquot loads. The sort only profile is less stable because if tube arrivals drop 
then the system becomes idle. Similarly if the arrivals are too high then the system will be 
overloaded and will run out of pucks thus causing a drop in performance. Profile C which had the 
greatest aliquot requirements is shown to be more stable. The reason for this is that the aliquot 
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times are larger than the other module processing times. Consequently this module is constantly 
in operation (i.e. saturated) during the simulation and is being fed tubes that have been waiting in 
the system for some time.  
To test the effect of different puck queue sizes the work profiles were again simulated. The 
number of pucks was set as 20, 25, 30 and 35 and queue sizes of 1 to 15 were investigated. All 
queues were increased to the same size for each simulation. Furthermore the change in the 
conveyor dimensions necessary to facilitate larger queue sizes was ignored. This is not 
unreasonable as the size of a puck is quite small. 
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Figure 6. Queue size versus throughput time for varying puck numbers 
 
From Figure 6 it can be concluded that increasing the queue sizes does not improve the 
performance when a reasonable number of pucks is used. In other words if the queue size is large 
enough the number of pucks is irrelevant and the system can cope with any arrivals. When the 
number of pucks used is small then queue size has a significant effect. Performance decreases in 
particular because there are not enough pucks to take advantage of the added queue space. When 
the number of puck is sufficient then additional queue space can be utilised. 
 
5.2 Analysis of Absolute Capacity 
 
The absolute capacity and accompanying actual tube mix can be determined for different periods 
of time. In order to compare the results with the simulation model the capacity model is solved 
with a time period duration equal to the throughput time of the individual simulations. If the 
capacity model tube mix is equal to the simulation tube mix then i) the model computes actual 
capacity, and  ii) the conveyor system is deemed to be very efficient. The summarised results are 
shown in Table 4 below. The results in Table 4 show that the absolute capacity of the system is 
much higher than what is possible in practice using the current conveyor system. In other words 
the modules can process more tubes if they can be fed more efficiently.  
The capacity model allows the bottleneck module to be determined by comparing the 
utilisation level (or idle time) with the time period duration. For profile A the bottleneck is the 
SRT modules and for profile B and C the bottleneck is the ALQ module. These results are fairly 
intuitive and were not unexpected. This fact provides further evidence of the validity of the 
model. 
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Table 4. Capacity model results and comparison 
Profile A 
Tubes 
[PT:ST] 
Simulation Model Capacity Model 
Throughput Time 
Average 
Per Hr 
Theoretical Capacity 
Average 
Per Hr 
1 800 [800:0] 8090 (2.25 hrs) 356 1470 [1470:0] 654.14 
2 1600 [1600:0] 16087 (4.47 hrs) 358 2924 [2924:0] 654.34 
3 2400 [2400:0] 24318 (6.75 hrs) 355.3 4421 [4421:0] 654.48 
4 3200 [3200:0] 32228 (8.95 hrs) 357.45 5859 [5859:0] 654.47 
5 4000 [4000:0] 40322 (11.2 hrs) 357.12 7331 [7331:0] 654.52 
6 4800 [4800:0] 48124 (13.37 hrs) 359.07 8749 [8749:0] 654.48 
 
Profile B 
Tubes 
[PT:ST] 
Simulation Model Capacity Model 
Throughput Time 
Average 
Per Hr 
Theoretical Capacity 
Average 
Per Hr 
1 792 [594:198] 7072 (1.96 hrs) 403.16 1285 [964:321] 654.13 
2 1584 [1188:396] 14017 (3.89 hrs) 406.8 2548 [1911:637] 654.4 
3 2376 [1782:594] 21037 (5.85 hrs) 406.6 3824 [2868:956] 654.39 
4 3168 [2376:792] 27919 (7.75 hrs) 408.4 5076 [3807:1269] 654.52 
5 3960 [2970:990] 34891 (9.69 hrs) 408.59 6343 [4757:1586] 654.46 
6 4752 [3564:1188] 41722 (11.59 hrs) 410.03 7529 [5661:1868] 649.64 
 
Profile C 
Tubes 
[PT:ST] 
Simulation Model Capacity Model 
Throughput Time 
Average 
Per Hr 
Theoretical Capacity 
Average 
Per Hr 
1 800 [500:300] 6598 (1.83 hrs) 436.5 1173 [733:440] 640 
2 1600 [1000:600] 13124 (3.65 hrs) 438.9 2333 [1458:875] 639.96 
3 2400 [1500:900] 19658 (5.46 hrs) 439.5 3494[2184:1310] 639.86 
4 3200 [2000:1200] 26168 (7.27 hrs) 440.23 4651 [2907:1744] 639.85 
5 4000 [2500: 1500] 32768 (9.1 hrs) 439.45 5824 [3640:2184] 639.84 
6 4800 [3000: 1800] 39152 (10.88 hrs) 441.36 6960 [4350:2610] 639.97 
 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
In this paper, techniques for determining the performance of a complex conveyor driven system 
for sorting and aliquoting test tubes were developed. The proposed models are primarily used to 
test the system before full scale production and distribution so that any flaws or anomalies can be 
identified and corrected. Furthermore the techniques proposed in this paper can be used to 
calibrate settings so that performance is optimised. Accurate performance statistics can be 
collected and compared with predefined performance goals (requirements) using the proposed 
models. Consequently it can be guaranteed that the performance of the system meets or exceeds 
the design requirement. The models will also be used as sales tools for potential customers. For 
example, the models can tell a potential customer what level of throughput is expected for 
potential work profiles. The models can also be used to extend and improve the current system 
should further R&D occur. The capacity model for example signifies the bottleneck(s) and shows 
where improvements can be best realised. 
The capacity model is a key innovation in this paper and no other model exists like it to our 
knowledge. The capacity model was firstly developed to identify the capacity of the system for 
different mixes of primary tube types and aliquoting requirements and is based upon the logic of 
an existing bottleneck analysis approach for railways.  
 The simulation model was developed to more accurately measure the effect of puck number 
and puck queue sizes on throughput as they could not be modelled analytically. Though 
providing accurate information about the throughout of the entire system, the simulation model 
does not directly measure the efficiency of the conveyor system. In order to do this a measure of 
capacity that is independent of the conveyor system is necessary. The capacity model provides 
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this as it only incorporates (measures) the processing capability of the modules. The processing 
capability of the systems modules plays a significant part in defining the overall capacity of the 
system. The capacity model does not need an actual tube mix as input and hence is more efficient 
from a data manipulation perspective. 
The application of a capacity model and simulation to identify the performance of the test tube 
transfer system (i.e. the conveyor) and its effect on the rest of the test tube sorting and aliquoting 
processes is also a significant innovation. Previous research has either quantitatively modelled 
performance or measured it directly via simulation in far simpler systems. Previous analytical 
models only determine how a system would perform for a rigid set of operating conditions. 
For a given work profile the best number of pucks can be found from simulation. In general 
the best number of pucks was found to be around the mid to high twenties. Below this number 
the performance usually decreases. Above this number performance either remains the same or it 
decreases. Which case occurs seems to depend on the work profile and its size or more accurately 
the volume of arriving primary tubes and or the separation between primary tube arrivals. It was 
observed that if too many empty pucks are on the inner lane then loaded pucks will not be able to 
reach the ID module as quickly. More specifically the empty pucks will have to be processed in 
the ID module first and loaded pucks will be delayed. Similarly if not enough pucks are in the 
system then secondary tubes will not be synchronised to meet the primary tubes at the aliquot 
module and delays will occur. Since the ALQ module was identified as the primary bottleneck 
then any delays here will have the greatest effect on overall throughput. Primary tubes may also 
be stuck at SRT modules unable to enter the system if the number of pucks is not sufficient.  The 
primary bottleneck shifts depending on the tube mix and in particular whether the work load has 
a high aliquot requirement. Profiles with a small aliquot requirement have higher throughput than 
pure sorting due to the shortcuts secondary tubes take on the secondary conveyor. 
It was also observed that some variation in the best puck number occurs between sorting only 
and mixed aliquot and sorting profiles. More specifically a greater number of pucks can provide 
some additional system robustness when it is used purely as a sorting device. 
Queue sizes did not have as large an effect on throughput as first thought except for the case 
where the number of pucks is small. The ALQ queue size is probably the most sensitive to 
alteration. For more intensive work profiles that have a higher aliquot requirement this queue is 
the first to be overloaded. As a result pucks must perform additional revolutions of the system 
which are costly. Increasing the size of this queue would reduce the number of additional 
revolutions required and could improve throughput. 
The throughput predicted by the capacity analysis does not seem to be obtainable even with 
the correct number of pucks, queue sizes and deadlock avoidance strategies. The absolute 
capacity of the system is higher than the actual capacity because the conveyor system can not 
feed the modules continuously and primary and secondary tubes can not always be synchronised 
at the ALQ module. 
The throughput of the system could be further improved if for example the conveyor speed 
was higher, processing times in particular modules was reduced, or system dimensions were 
altered. These parameters however are not easily improved because they are based upon current 
mechanical components which can not be pushed past certain boundaries. 
 The operational rules that affect system performance most are “empty puck assignment” and 
“initial puck placement”. Similarly deadlock avoidance strategies are very important because no 
throughput will occur if a deadlock occurs. Frequent deadlocks are unacceptable and would 
cripple operations in practice. Further research is possible here and has been outside the scope of 
this paper. 
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The impact on overall throughput if urgent tubes are allowed to jump selected queues is an 
important additional feature that can be considered, though the system is not particularly 
designed with urgent jobs in mind. Really urgent jobs would most likely be performed by hand. 
The exact effect on throughput is easily determined by firstly simulating the existing work 
profile. An urgent tube with a given arrival time can then be inserted into the original profile and 
the profile can be re-simulated.  A comparison of the results will show any effect clearly. Tubes 
may be given an urgent status for a variety of reasons. The most obvious reason is that a sample 
from a patient with a life threatening condition must be analysed.  
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